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Developments in neutron imaging @erger
1965; Herz 1969) and the increasing availability
of intense neutron sources have prompted the
wider use of neutrons in radiographic investi-
gations in a variety of technical problem areas.
Applications of this non-destructive radiogra-
phic method have been reported in such diverse
areas as medicine (Brown & Parks 1969), arch-
aeology (Robertson 1973), metallurgy @eijonen
& Forsten 1971), fluid flow (Moss & Kelly 1970)
and rock fissures (Subramanian & Burkhart
1973) to name but some. Here we report on the
potential use of neutron radiography in the diag-
nostic examination of mineralogical specimens.

The basic components of a neutron radiogra-
phic imaging system are illustrated in Figure 1.
The essential features of neutron imaging can
briefly be described as follows. A spatially-ho-
mogeneous beam of neutrons penetrates through
a specirnen of interest. This beam of neutrons
is attenuated in its passage through the specimen
according to the nuclear absorption properties
of its constituent elements. Thus, the emerging
beam of neutrons will pcsess a spatially depen-
dent intensity pattern which, following a radia-
tion conversion process in the converter foil, is
subsequently recorded on the film emulsion in
the form of a spatially varying optical density.
The physical description of this conversion and
imaging process has been reported elsewhere
(Garside & Harms 1971; Harms & Norman
L972) and, will not be described here. We men-
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'lhe diB6lonal 9111 16-2462 ls d€flned as a barn, abbrslated ob"

tion that in the work reported rqlon here, we
used standard industrial type x-ray film and a
25.4 p,m thick gadolinium converter foil; the
McMister Universitv Nuclear Reactor was used
as t}re neutron souice.

The method of obtaining neutron radiographic
images is very similar to that employed in r-ray
and 7-ray radiography; however, the resultant
images and their interpretation differ in a most
fundamental way. While the attenuation of *'
rays and 7-rays is to a large extent a material-
density phdnomenon, the attenuation of neutrons
ir determined primarily by the absorption cross-
section of the elements. Since cross-section char-
acteristics have been found to bear no relation-
ship to material density, conditions thus exist to
provido complementary-if not distinct-ra-
diographic information In Table I we list several
elements and their corres,ponding radiation at-
tenuation parameters for both r-rays and neu-
trons. Here we note the considerable variation
in the neutron absorption cross-section for the
various elements.

Neutron absorption cross-sections have been
measured for most elements. An equivalent ab-
sorption cross-section can be defined for any
compound by a suitable summation. For exam-
ple, the absorption cross-section for the com-
pound identified by the molecular formula X-Y"
can - under conditions which generally apply
in neutron radiography - be represented by

6 x ^ t " : t n a x *  a y t .  ( 1 )

where the absorption cro-s-secticns for elements
X and Y, given by o* and cry respectively, may
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be extracted from any one of several tabula-
tions. Thus, the absorption cros-sestion for py-
rite (FeSs) is clearly

opusz:  Icp, l2ca,

: 1 X 2 . 6 b a r n s  + 2 X  0 . 5 b a r n s  ( 2 )

: 3.6 barns

Here we have used the usual unit for cross-

section named a "barn" which is defined as
10%cm2. This unit for the absorption cross-
section will be used in our subsequent discussion
on the absorption characteristics of neutrons in
minerals.

In Figure 2 we show the results of a radiogra-
phic examination of a 1.5 cm thick section of a
drill coro sample from the Silverfields mine,
Cobalt, Ontario. The principal mineral constitu-
ents are cobaltite (Co,Ni) AsS, nickeline NiAs,

Frc. 2. Sulpharsenide sample: A(top) polished surface in plain light showing carbonate gangue (G),
silver veinlet (S), and cobaltiie and nickeline (C,N); B.r-ray image; C neutron image.

Frc. 3. Base metal sulphide sample: A(top) polished surface in plain light showing sphalerite-rich band
(SP) and pyrite-rich domain (P); (B) r-ray image; (C) neutron image.

Frc. 4. Arsenide-antimonide sample: A(top) polished surface in plain light showing nickeline and
breithauptite (N,B), and carbonate gangue (G); (S) .r-ray image; (C)- aeutron image. Scan path A-B
shown in Figure 5.
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native silver, native bismuth and carbonate,
mainly calcite. The distribution of these phases
may be seen, in part, from the polished section
photograph (Fig. 2A). The carbonate gangue
occurs as a massive area on tle edge of the slide
-where it contains native metal veinlets -_ and
as irregular patches within the arsenides where
it is devoid of silver or bismuth. Cobaltite com-
prises the bulk of the arsenide portion of the
section. It contains aborrt IOVo nickeline - not
visible in the photograph - distributed uniforrn-
ly tlroughout the cobaltite.

The contrast in neutron absorption for the
carbonate gangue and the arsenides is large in
that d-t"rut"/c-ron" = 42/O,43 = 98. Nickel
substitution for cobalt will decrease crcor.rtne but
even for the most nickel-rich cobaltites noted bv
Petruk et al. (1971), tho contrast in neutron ab-
sorption between the arsenides and gangue will
be at least 50:1.

Both the.r-ray and neutron radiographs clearly
differentiate the arsenide and carbonate gangue
domains with he neutron image providing good
detail of the gangue-arsenide relationships in the
arsenide domain. Both images show the silver
veinlet in the gangue. Thus some of the informa-
tion obtained from both techniques is of a com-
plementary nature. Howevet, certain aspects of
the neutron imagery provide diagnostic informa-
tion not apparent from the r-ray radiograph.
Firstly, in the neutron image the silver veinlet
produces a darker tone of grey than the anenide
domain. This indicates a difference in elernental
comporition with the former representing the
better neutron absorber. The effect results from
the 64 barn absorption cross-section of silver
which is significantly higher than the 2l to 42
barn cross-section of cobaltite. There is no sug-
gestion from the r-ray image that the silver and
anenide domains differ in composition. Second-
ly, more detail on the silver veining in carbonate
gangue is obtained in the neutron image where
veinlets as small as 0.03 rnm in width are easily
distinguished.

In Figure 3 we show results obtained from a
baso metal ore sample from the Heath Steele de'
posit, Bathurst district, New Brunswick. The
specirnen consists principally of pyrite (FeSr),
sphalerito (Zn,Fe)S, galena (PbS) and silicate
gangue consisting mainly of quartz. A distinctive
banding results from varying proportions of
sphalerite and galena in a pyrite matrix; one
distinctively sphalerite-rich band is obvious in
the rniddle of the section (Fig. 3A). The sphale'
rito bands, particularly the massiv'e one, ate well-
differentiated on the t-ray image and are distinct
on the neutron image. The detail on the massive
band whish is not apparent in the optical pho'

tograph is due in part to a divergence of about
10o between the r-ray and neutron beams and
the inclination of the sphalerite-rich bands. The
.r-ray image reflects, as expected, th,e superior
attenuation of zinc relative to iron. Tte neutron
image, which is superficially similar, indicates
that sphalerite is a better neutron absorber than
pyrite. This result is not obvious and would not
be predicted from the neutron absorption cross-
sections of pyrite and sphalerite applicable to
pure phases. For pyrite taken as FeSz and spha-
lerite as (Zno.eFeo.r)S, cross-sections of 3.6 and
1.8 barns respectively, apply. Thus, sphalerite
domains should be poorer absorbers than pyrite
domains, the reverse of what is actually found.

We suggest that the explanation of this ap-
parent reversal of neutron absorption results in
part from minor element impurities which have
a significant effest on the neutron absorption
properties 6f 1ls minelals. The compositions of
Heath Steele sphalerites and pyrites recorded
by Sutherland & Halls (1969) and Sutherland
(1967) show that cadmium is strongly concen-
trated in the sphalerite. As oca - 2450 batns, a
significant absorption contribution from this
element will occur. For average sphalerite and
pyrite compositions calculated from their anal-
yses, cross-sectrons of 3.3 and 3.8 barns respec-
tively are computed. Trace Cd, O.026 mole Vo,
accounts for 43Vo of the total neutron absorp-
tion in sphalerite whereas the only significant
absorbers in pyrite, other than the major ele-
ments, are Cd and Co which account for 5Vo.
Thus, Heath Steele pyrite is only a slightly better
neutron absorber than sphalerite. This property,
coupled with a significantly higher abundance
of silicate inclusions in the pyrite relative to the
sphalerite domains, is considered to account for
the major features of the neutron image. The
neutron image then strongly infers compositional
properties of these domains which would not
be deduced from the r-ray image alone.

As a final example we illustrate the possibility
of quantitative analysis of radiographic images
from a microdensitometer scan. The sample,
(Fig.  ) is a mixed arsenide-antimonide of cobalt
and nickel from the Cobalt area, Ontario. The
optical density variation along the travene A-B
for both images is shown in Figure 5.

The sample consists mainly of nickeline (Ni
As), breithauptite (NiSib) and minor cobaltite
( (Co, Fe)AsS) in a carbonate gangue. The nick-
eline and breithaupite form crudely spherical,
coalescing aggregates, The main contrast in neu-
tron absorption is between the calcite gangue
((tcarcrte : O.4 barns) and the arsenide-antimo-
nide domainS (croror"no"=8.8 barns, crbrertrratrptne=
9.7 barns whereas ccobamb varies from 21 barns
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Frc- 5. Microdensitometer scans of x-ray image 48 and neutron
image 4C. Scan path, shown on the neutron image only, is A-B.

to 42 barns depending on composition). The r-
ray image shows little detail in tle arsenide-an-
timonide domain whereas the neutron radiogra-
phy very clearly reveals the rounded, globfuar
nature of these aggregates. Little internal detail,
however, is obtained because the nickelineJbreit-
hauptite neutron absorption sross.sections are
similar, and cobaltite - although a much better
neutron absorber - is a minor phase widely
dispersed as single crystals throughout the rnass.

The microdensitometer profiles for both the
r-ray and neutron images clearly delineate the
carbonate and antimonide-arsenide domains. The
neutron scan gives better resolvability of struc-
ture near the sample maxgins than the r-ray scan.

The unique penetration characteristics of neu-
tronr therefore serye a definite complementary
role in the radiographic examinatiol ef mineral-
ogical samples. It is clear that the utility of such
a diagnostic method will be most effective where
signifisnnl differences in isotopic crcs-section,
not necessarily correlated with material density,
characterize the material of interest.
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